
Day Chapter (This is labeled “Back Up Copy” Of Chapter 5.... 

The first 19 pages of the old Chapter 5 are for use with a chapter onDay and 

Oswald’s prints off the alleged assassination rifle. As far as | can tell the writing is 

fine. .. .but where | can add will included (1) the lifting of O’s prints off his dead 

body at the funeral home. This was not part of the old chapter. The footnotes 

stop at 32. (They appear to fit w/ the text). THERE ARE 3 COPIES OF 

UNPUBLISHED CHPTS ON Day and the alleged lift of O’s prints. 

My immediate impression is that this unpublished Day material is ready to be 

used. | have to add business of lifting prints off the dead Oswald on 11/24. . .at 

the funeral home. Check with Henry Hurt, “Reasonable Doubt” 106-ff. . . 
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Note under Key Docs. RG 65, Box 56, Section 149, Folder 2, NARA notes that on 

11/24 at 3:40 P.M. CST Drain took possession of 1Rifle C2766 (this is the alleged 

murder weapon) from BuLab in WDC and transported this and other forensic 

evidence in the case see the document for the listings. . . Drain then fly this 

evidence package to Dallas. .. .The point here is that the rifle was back in the 

hands of Day and Dallas police (and FBI) and the dead Oswald was available to lift 

his finger prints for the rifle and palm prints for the boxes, if needed. . .The other 

citations are 62-109060-6028-(B) (3) 124-10059-10440 .. . .One document filed 

with this unpub’ed chapter. 

Note: Related: page on Walker bullet. Day writes up the Walker bullet as copper 

jacketed. . .The Dallas cops who retrieved the bullet from Walker’s house 

described it as steel jacketed..... Here we have case where | have to examine the 

Walker bullet at NARA. . .to see if Day’s is the only initials on the slug. . . 

Walker bullet: doc. #7 Note: Walker slug withheld by Govt. despite Walker’s 

request for possession . . Simple answer: The official Walker bullet is a lead bullet 

that could have come from the alleged Oswald rifle... It is lead and not a steel 

bullet. Filed with Day Chpt. labeled “Back Up Copy.” 

Sheet*** Day Palm Print *** key stuff. . .



Day Palm Print Files 

Unpublished chpt. 5 of my BOT 

. Official Statements about prints on (1) the clip [do | have anything on the Y
Y
 

evasive clip]?; Paper sack (Day came up w/ nothing; but FBI alleges a print 

life belonging to Oswald (3) RIFLE: Have the reverse: FBI could find no print 

but Day does. . . But see Latona’s barley contained skepticism on this . . .All 

3 cites are cited,, ... 

3. Day’s claim of location of Oswald palm print “under gun barrel near end of 

the fore grip.” 

4. Liebeler asks some key questions about the Day lift of a palm print. . .see 

the checks. .. 

5. Liebeler to Rankin 8/26/’64 Asks some key questions that reflected his q —_ 

deep suspicion about Day’s account of the lift of the palm print. .. He was v~ 

joined in this by Griffith and Slawson . of 

6. Series of questions Rankin raises w w/ Hoover 9/1/'64 getting late to have 

these suspicions. ... = fey (4 WA e 
. s, p) 

7. . Oswald’s hair samples tested by E of tb wer 

8. K1 returned to Day on(11/23).. .Latona could find no Oswald pee — on me 

Re Same doc as 8 but notes clearly that K1 sent back to Lt Day on Las sens ag 

10. See Rankin to Hoover 8/1/’64 in response to Liebeler’s 8/26/’64 note 

we Note RG 65, Box 56, Section 149, Folder 2 notes that Drain took 

possession of the rifle (K1/ or C 2766). . .at 3:40 CSL. 

Day’s account. . . If Day received the rifle back on 1 obi 

This invalidates 

3 He had time to lift a 

aN palm print off the corpse of Oswald held at the funéral home. . .See Hall on 

es this and cites from book in my stacks.. .Livingston¢’s “First Day Evidence”~ 

€ ey source lu &\ 

8 12) Useful notes from DiEugenio pages on this subject of the Day lite . .he 

oes into Day lifting the palm print (and finger prints)off Sew corpse. . 

‘consistent w/ speculations of Hall... / 
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Day Chapter (This is labeled “Back Up Copy” Of Chapter 5. . . qqussesm 

~ Now) Day Ohp/: 
The first 19 pages of the old Chapter 5 are for use with a chapter onDay and 

Oswald’s prints off the alleged assassination rifle. As far as | can tell the writing is 

fine. .. .but where | can add will included (1) the lifting of O’s prints off his dead 

body at the funeral home. This was not part of the old chapter. The footnotes 

stop at 32. (They appear to fit w/ the text). THERE ARE 3 COPIES OF 

UNPUBLISHED CHPTS ON Day and the alleged lift of O’s prints. 

My immediate impression is that this unpublished Day material is ready to be 

used. | have to add business of lifting prints off the dead Oswald on 11/24. . .at 

the funeral home. Check with Henry Hurt, “Reasonable Doubt” 106-ff. . . 

Note under Key Docs. RG 65, Box 56, Section 149, Folder 2, NARA notes that on 

11/24 at 3:40 P.M. CST Drain took possession of 1Rifle C2766 (this is the alleged 

murder weapon) from BuLab in WDC and transported this and other forensic 

evidence in the case see the document for the listings. . . Drain then fly this 

evidence package to Dallas. .. .The point here is that the rifle was back in the 

hands of Day and Dallas police (and FBI) and the dead Oswald was available to lift 

his finger prints for the rifle and palm prints for the boxes, if needed. . .The other 

citations are 62-109060-6028-(B) (3) 124-10059-10440 .. ..One document filed 

with this unpub’ed chapter. 

Note: Related: page on Walker bullet. Day writes up the Walker bullet as copper 

jacketed. . .The Dallas cops who retrieved the bullet from Walker’s house 

described it as steel jacketed. .... Here we have case where | have to examine the 

Walker bullet at NARA. . .to see if Day’s is the only initials on the slug. . . 

Walker bullet: doc. #7 Note: Walker slug withheld by Govt. despite Walker’s 

request for possession . . .Simple answer: The official Walker bullet is a lead bullet 

that could have come from the alleged Oswald rifle.. . It is lead and not a steel 

bullet. Filed with Day Chpt. labeled “Back Up Copy.” 

Sheet*** Day Palm Print *** key stuff. . .


